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ABSTRACT
Self-Stabilizing C luster R outing in M A N E T  using L ink-C luster A rch itecture
by
Chakradhar R Jagganagari
Dr. Ajoy K. Datta, Examination Committee Chair 
School of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
We design a self-stabilizing cluster routing algorithm based on the link-cluster archi­
tecture of wireless ad hoc networks. The network is divided into clusters. Each cluster 
has a single special node, called a clusterhead that contains the routing information about 
inter and intra-cluster communication. A cluster is comprised of all nodes that choose the 
corresponding clusterhead as their leader. The algorithm consists of two main tasks. First, 
the set of special nodes (clusterheads) is elected such that it models the link-cluster archi­
tecture: any node belongs to a single cluster, it is within two hops of the clusterhead, it 
knows the direct neighbor on the shortest path towards the clusterhead, and there exist no 
two adjacent clusterheads. Second, the routing tables are maintained by the clusterheads 
to store information about nodes both within and outside the cluster. There are two advan­
tages of maintaining routing tables only in the clusterheads. First, as no two neighboring 
nodes are clusterheads (as per the link-cluster architecture), there is no need to check the 
consistency of the routing tables. Second, since all other nodes have significantly less work 
(they only forward messages), they use much less power than the clusterheads. Therefore, 
if a  clusterhead runs out of power, a neighboring node (that is not a Clusterhead) can accept
iii
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the role of a clusterhead.
A self-stabilizing system has the ability to automatically recover to normal behavior in 
case of transient faults without a centralized control. The proposed algorithm can s ta rt in 
an arbitrary state and requires no knowledge of the network topology. The protocol selects 
a  set of clusterheads (as specified by the link-cluster architecture) in 2{timejperiod  4- 2) -I- 
n[tim ejperiod  4- l) /2  time units, where n  represents the total number of nodes in the 
network and timejperiod  is a network dependent parameter. Then in these special nodes 
(clusterheads), routing tables are built with information about shortest paths for intra­
cluster routing and shortest paths for inter-cluster routing (based on the on-demand set of 
nodes).
K eyw ords: Cluster routing, clusterhead election, distributed algorithm, link-cluster archi­
tecture, self-stabilization.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we give an introduction to the field of MANET followed by the contribution, 
and outline of the thesis.
1.1 MANET
The continued miniaturization of mobile computing devices and the extraordinary rise 
of processing power available in mobile laptop computers combine to put more and better 
computer-based applications into the hands of a growing segment of the population [1].
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) consist entirely of mobile nodes that communicate 
on-the-move without central management. In such a network, each node acts both as a 
router and as a host. Due to the limited transmission range of wireless network interfaces, 
multiple hops may be needed to exchange data  between nodes in the network, which is why 
the literature sometimes uses the term multi-hop network for a MANET. MANET was first 
referred to as a packet radio network in the mid-1960s [2].
In general a  temporary grouping of stations to carry a specific program is called an ad 
hoc network. Ad hoc networks date back to the ’70s. They were developed by the American 
Defense Force in order to comply with a military framework. The aim was to rapidly deploy 
a robust, mobile and reactive network, under any circumstances. These networks proved
1
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useful in commercial and industrial fields, first aid operations and exploration missions. Ad 
hoc networks, also called peer-to-peer networks still have a long way to go in order to be 
fully functional and commercial, as it has its defects such as security and routing [3].
1.2 Contribution
We use the concept of self-stabilization [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] to design a  self-stabilizing link- 
cluster routing protocol. A self-stabilizing system has the ability to automatically recover to 
normal behavior in case of transient faults. Regardless of the system starting state (initial 
state of the nodes and initial messages in the channels) and without a centralized control, 
a set of clusterhead nodes is selected (as specified by the link-cluster architecture) and in 
these special nodes are built correct routing tables with shortest paths for intra-cluster 
routing and shortest paths for inter-cluster routing (based on on-demand set of nodes). 
Being self-stabilizing, our algorithm can deal with topology changes as well.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
In this thesis we design a self-stabilizing cluster routing leader election algorithm for 
MANET. Chapter 2 includes the main concepts used by our algorithm, like routing, reactive 
and proactive protocols, link-state and distance-vector routing, hierarchical and cluster 
routing, and link cluster architecture. Chapter 3 briefly describes distributed systems, and 
self-stabilization. Chapter 4 includes the actual algorithm. In that chapter, we also describe 
the data structures, routing tables, election and routing modules. Some special cases and 
error corrections are discussed in Section 4.6, followed by the proof of correctness. Finally, 
the thesis ends with concluding remarks in C hapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we describe the main concepts used by our algorithm: routing, reactive and 
proactive protocols, link-state and distance-vector routing, hierarchical and cluster routing, 
and link cluster architecture. These terms are necessary to understand our algorithm applied 
to MANETs.
2.1 Routing
Routing is the act of moving information across a network from a source to a destination. 
Routing is one of the basic tasks tha t a  distributed network of processors must be able 
to perform. Routing involves two basic activities: determining optim al routing paths and 
transporting information groups (also called packet switching) through a network. Although 
packet switching is relatively straightforward, path determination can be very complex [9].
In selecting the path for routing., a term  metric is used to compare two paths between 
two nodes. A metric is a standard of measurement, such as path bandw idth or path length, 
that is used by routing algorithms to determine the optimal path (or a t least as good 
as possible) to a destination. Routing algorithms have used many different metrics to 
determine the best route. Sophisticated routing algorithms can base route selection on 
multiple metrics, combining them in a  single (hybrid) metric. The basic metrics used are
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path length, bandwidth, load, power-aware routing, signal strength, link stability, shortest 
path, link-state routing, distance-vector routing, and communication cost [10].
Path length is the sum of the costs associated with each link traversed. Bandwidth refers 
to the available traffic capacity of a  link. Load refers to the degree to which a network re­
source is busy. Power-Aware routing refers to a path  that minimizes the consumtion of 
battery power of the device. Signal Strength refers to selecting a path  with a better signal 
strength. Link Stability prefers connections with a higher stability (over a time-period) 
when selecting a route-path. Shortest path prefers a route tha t is shortest in some way. 
Link-State routing measures the distance to the neighbors and exchanges this information 
with all the nodes. Distance-Vector routing calculates the distance to all nodes and ex­
changes this information only with the neighbors. Communication cost is relevant in case 
the performance is not as important as the operating expenditures [10].
To aid the process of path determination, routing algorithms initialize and maintain 
routing tables that contain routing information. Routing tables contain information used 
by switching software to select the best route. Routing information varies depending on the 
routing tables.
Each processor in the network has a routing daemon running on it. This daemon receives 
packets of information and has to decide whether these packets have already reached their 
destination, and if not, how to forward them towards their destination. Each packet of 
information has a header attached to it. This header contains the destination of the packet, 
and in some cases, some additional information tha t can be used to guide the routing of 
this message towards its destination. Each routing daemon has a local routing table at its 
disposal [11]. It has to decide, based on this table and on the packet header, whether to
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pass the packet to its host, or whether to forward the packet to one of its neighbors in the 
network. In either case, it has to determine the relevant port number. The stretch of a 
routing scheme is the worst ratio between the length (or cost) of a path on which a message 
is routed and the length (or cost) of the shortest (or cheapest) path  in the network from 
the source to the destination. Unless otherwise specified, we measure size/space/memory as 
number of machine words, where each word is assumed big enough for, e.g. an edge weight 
or a node or port identifier. Thus a network with n  nodes and m edges can be represented 
in 0 (n  +  m) space.
In order to represent identifiers, a word contains a t least logn bits, and typically, we 
think of a word as consisting of O(logn) bits. Most of our routing schemes are labeling 
schemes that rename, or label the vertices. The header of a packet is then simply the label 
of its destination. Some of our schemes use a  more complicated handshaking process to 
choose the header. Typically, many packets would be sent from a  source to a destination 
using the same header [11].
The design of efficient routing schemes is a well studied subject. There are two extreme 
solutions to the routing problem. The first is to store a complete routing table at each node 
of the network [11]. This table specifies, for any destination, the link on which packets to 
that destination should be forwarded. Packets could then be routed along shortest paths 
of the network. The obvious drawback of this solution is that, in the worst case, each node 
of the network would need a table of size n. At the other extreme, as is done in source 
directed routing, each packet carries in its header a complete description of the path  along 
which it should be routed. Packets could again be routed along the shortest paths, but the 
headers attached to them may need to be of size n. Both solutions do not scale well. It is
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desirable, therefore, to find trade-off schemes with substantially smaller routing tables, yet 
having headers of only logarithmic size [11].
Routing delay refers to the length of time required to move a packet from source to 
destination through the network. Delay depends on many factors, including the band­
width of intermediate network links, the port queues a t each router along the way, network 
congestion on all intermediate network links, and the physical distance to be traveled.
Destinât ion/next hop associations tell a node tha t a particular destination can be 
reached optimally by sending the packet to a particular node representing the “next hop” 
on the way to the final destination. When a node receives an incoming packet, it checks 
the destination address and attem pts to associate this address with the next hop. Nodes 
communicate with one another and update their routing tables by exchanging various mes­
sages.
2.2 Reactive and Proactive Protocols 
Traditionally, the network routing protocols could be divided into proactive protocols 
(table-driven) and reactive protocols (on-demand protocols). Proactive protocols continu­
ously learn the topology of the network by exchanging topological information among the 
network nodes. Thus, whenever there is a need for a route to a destination, the routing 
information is available immediately. The early protocols that were proposed for routing in 
ad hoc networks were proactive distance-vector protocols based on the Distributed Bellman- 
Ford (DBF) algorithm [12]. Some examples of these protocols are Destination-Sequenced 
Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV) [13] and Open Shortest Path  First (OSPF) [14].
D SDV  [15] provides improvements over the conventional Bellman-Ford distance-vector 
protocol. It eliminates route looping, increases convergence speed, and reduces control
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message overhead. In DSDV, each node maintains a next-hop table tha t it exchanges 
with its neighbors. There are two types of next-hop table exchanges: periodic full- table 
broadcast and event-driven incremental updating. The relative frequency of the full-table 
broadcast and the incremental updating are determined by the node mobility. In each data  
packet sent during a  next-hop table broadcast or incremental updating, the source node 
appends a sequence number. This sequence number is propagated by all nodes receiving 
the corresponding distance-vector updates, and is stored in the next-hop table entry of these 
nodes. A node, upon receiving a new next-hop table from its neighbor, updates its route to 
a destination only if the new sequence number is larger than the recorded one, or if the new 
sequence number is the same as the recorded one, but the new route is shorter. In order 
to further reduce the control message overhead, a settling time is estimated for each route. 
A node updates its neighbors with a new route only if the settling time of the new route is 
better than that of the already existing route [15].
OSPF [14] is a link state routing protocol. It is widely used in wired networks. The basic 
idea of OSPF is to keep an identical topology database in all routers so tha t they can build 
routing tables locally. Routing tables are constructed based on the shortest path trees [14]. 
Due to the properties of the shortest path  tree, a route provided by OSPF is loop-free and 
always the shortest one. OSPF continuously maintains routes to all possible destinations. 
Hence, it is beneficial for networks with traffic patterns where a large number of hosts in 
one subnet always communicate with hosts in other subnets. This is a common advantage 
of proactive protocols. OSPF uses a complex routing algorithm. Another disadvantage of 
OSPF is the large overhead of control packets needed to maintain the link state database.
An OSPF network is divided into several indexed areas. Area IDs are manually assigned
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8to all subnets. Each area includes routers in one or more subnets, together with associated 
network interfaces. Every area maintains one copy of the link state database in tha t area. 
Area 0 is always assigned to the backbone network. Two areas are connected to each 
other when they share edge routers. Non-backbone areas have to attach to the backbone 
network. A separate copy of OSPF runs in each area. Hence, gateway routers with multiple 
interfaces in multiple areas run multiple copies of OSPF. There are two major operations 
in OSPF: determining adjacency and synchronizing the link state database. Five types 
of route control packets are used to support these two operations: (i) hello packets, (ii) 
database description packets, (iii) link state request packets, (iv) link state  update packets, 
and (v) link state acknowledgement packets.
At the other end of the spectrum are the reactive routing protocols th a t do not attem pt 
to continuously maintain the up-to-date topology of the network. Rather, when the need 
arises, a reactive protocol invokes a procedure to find a route to the destination. This 
procedure involves some sort of flooding the network with the route query. They are based 
on “query-reply” dialog and are also referred to as on-demand. Some examples of on- 
demand or reactive protocols are Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 
[16], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [17], and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm 
(TORA) [18].
AODV  [13] incorporates the destination sequence number technique of Destination- 
Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV) routing into an on-demand protocol (DSDV 
is discussed later in this section). Each node keeps a next-hop routing table containing the 
destinations to which it currently has a route. A route expires if it is not used or reactivated 
for a threshold amount of time. If a source has no route to a destination, it broadcasts a  route
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request (RREQ) packet using an expanding ring search procedure, starting from a small 
Time-To-Live value (maximum hop count) for the RREQ, and increasing it if the destination 
is not found. The RREQ contains the last seen sequence number of the destination, as well 
as the source node’s current sequence number. Any node tha t receives the RREQ updates 
its next-hop table entries with respect to the source node. A node that has a  route to the 
destination with a higher sequence number than the one specified in the RREQ unicasts 
a route reply (RREP) packet back to the source. Upon receiving the RREP packet, each 
intermediate node along the RREP routes updates its next-hop table entries with respect to 
the destination node, dropping the redundant RREP packets and those RREP packets with 
a lower destination sequence number than the one previously seen. When an intermediate 
node discovers a broken link in an active route, it broadcasts a route error (RERR) packet 
to its neighbors, which in turn propagates the RERR packet up-stream towards all nodes 
that have an active route using the broken link. The affected source can then re-initiate 
route discovery if the route is still needed [13].
DSR  [19] is a source routing on-demand protocol with various efficiency improvements. 
In DSR, each node keeps a route cache tha t contains full paths to known destinations. If a 
source has no route to a destination, it broadcasts a  route request packet to its neighbors. 
Any node receiving the route request packet and without a route to the destination, appends 
its own ID to the packet and re-broadcasts the packet. If a node receiving the route request 
packet has a route to the destination, the node replies to the source with a concatenation 
of the path from the source to itself and the path  from itself to the destination. If the 
node already has a route to the source, the route reply packet will be sent over tha t route. 
Otherwise, depending on the underlining assumption of the directionality of links, the route
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reply packet can be sent over the reversed source-to-node path, or piggy backed in the node’s 
route request packet for the source. When an intermediate node discovers a broken link 
in an active route, it sends a route error packet to the source, which may re-initiate route 
discovery if an alternate route is not available. DSR has some efficiency improving features. 
One of such features is the promiscuous mode, in which a node listens to route request, 
reply, or error messages not intended to itself and updates its route cache correspondingly. 
Another feature is the expanding ring search procedure, in which the route request packets 
are sent with a maximum hop count, which can be increased if the destination is not found 
within the hop-count limit. Finally, adding jitte r in sending the route reply messages in 
order to prevent route reply storms, and packet salvaging in order to extract correct routes 
from route error packets, are two more features tha t improve DSR performance.
TORA  [20] is a merger of the proactive link reversal algorithm for destination-oriented 
Directional-Acyclic-Graph creation and the on-demand query-reply mechanism of Lightweight 
Mobile Routing (LMR) [18]. In TORA, routes to a destination are defined by a Directional 
Acyclic Graph (DAG) rooted at the destination. Each link in the network is assumed to 
be bi-directional. But, in order to form the DAG with respect to a destination, a logical 
direction of the link is defined by giving height values to the two nodes at the ends of the 
link. Since time is part of the height value, TORA requires synchronized clocks across all 
nodes. If a source has no route to a destination (i.e., the source node has no out-going 
edge in the DAG), it broadcasts a route query packet (QRY), which is propagated outwards 
by its neighbors. After receiving the QRY, a  node that has a  route to the destination, 
broadcasts a route update packet (UPD) containing its own height. Receiving the UPD, 
each node tha t does not have a route to the destination, updates its height to reflect the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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creation of an out-going edge. Route maintenance is achieved through height adjustment 
and UPD exchange. Network partition can be detected by a node receiving UPD’s reflected 
from the partition boundary, in which case a clear message (CLR) is used to update all 
routes within the partition. TORA also supports a proactive mode, in which the destina­
tion initiates the route creation process by sending a packet that is processed and forwarded 
by the neighboring nodes.
2.3 Link-State and Distance-Vector Routing 
The manner in which routing tables are constructed, maintained, and updated differs 
from one routing method to another. Popular routing methods, however, attem pt to achieve 
the common objective of routing packets along the optimal path. The next-hop routing 
methods can be categorized into two primary classes; link-state and distance-vector.
The link-state approach is closer to the centralized version of the shortest path  compu­
tation method. Each node maintains a view of the network topology with a cost for each 
link. To keep these views consistent, each node periodically broadcasts the link costs of its 
outgoing links to all other nodes using a protocol such as flooding. As a node receives this 
information, it updates its view of the network topology and applies a shortest-path algo­
rithm to choose its next hop for each destination. Some of the link costs in a node’s view 
can be incorrect due to long propagation delays, partitioned network, etc. Such inconsistent 
views of network topologies might lead to  formation of routing loops. These loops, however, 
are short-lived because they disappear during the time it takes a message to traverse the 
diameter of the network [21].
In a distance-vector algorithm, every node i maintains, for each destination z, a  set 
of distances d? where j  ranges over the neighbors of i. Node i treats neighbor k as a
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next-hop for a packet destined for x  if df/. equals m in  d ? . The succession of next hops 
chosen in this manner lead to x  along the shortest path. In order to keep the distance 
estimates up-to-date, each node monitors the cost of its outgoing links and periodically 
broadcasts, to each one its neighbors, its current estimate of the shortest distance to every 
other node in the network. The above distance-vector algorithm is the classical D istributed 
Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm [22]. Compared to link-state method, it is computationally 
more efficient, easier to implement, and requires much less storage space. However, it is 
well-known that this algorithm can cause the formation of both short-lived and long-lived 
loops [23]. The primary cause for formation of routing loops is tha t nodes choose their 
next-hops in a completely distributed fashion based on information that can possibly be 
stale, and therefore, incorrect. Almost all proposed modifications to the DBF algorithm 
[24, 25, 26] eliminate the looping problem by forcing all nodes in the network to participate 
in some form of internodal coordination protocol. Such internodal coordination mechanisms 
might be effective when topological changes are rare. However, within an ad-hoc mobile 
environment, enforcing any such internodal coordination mechanism will be difficult due to 
the rapidly changing topology of the underlying routing network.
Routing is often contrasted with bridging, which might seem to accomplish precisely the 
same thing to the casual observer. The primary difference between the two is that bridging 
occurs a t the link layer of the OSI reference model, whereas routing occurs at the network 
layer (see Figure 2.1).
In a  bridged network, [27] no correspondence is required between addresses and paths. 
P u t another way, addresses do not imply anything about where hosts are physically attached









Figure 2.1: OSI model
to the network. Any address can appear at any location. In contrast, routing requires more 
thoughtful address assignment corresponding to the physical placement.
Bridging relies heavily on broadcasting. Since a packet may contain no information other 
than the destination address, which implies nothing about the path  that should be used, 
the only option is to send the packet everywhere. This is one of the most severe limitations 
of bridging. This is a  very inefficient method of da ta  delivery and can trigger broadcast 
storms. In networks with low speed links, this can introduce crippling overhead. This 
distinction provides routing and bridging with different information to use in the process 
of moving information from source to destination. So, the two functions accomplish their 
tasks in different ways [27].
2.4 Hierarchical and Cluster Routing 
Some routing algorithms operate in a flat space, while others use routing hierarchies. In 
a Hat routing system, the routers are peers of all others. In a  hierarchical routing system, 
some routers form what amounts to a routing backbone. Packets from nonbackbone routers
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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travel to the backbone routers, where they -are sent through the backbone until they reach 
the general area of the destination. At this point, they travel from the last backbone router 
through one or more nonbackbone routers to the final destination [28].
Routing systems often designate logical groups of nodes, called domains, autonomous 
systems, or areas. In hierarchical systems, some routers in a domain can communicate 
with routers in other domains, while others can communicate only with routers within their 
domain. In very large networks, additional hierarchical levels may exist, with routers a t the 
highest hierarchical level forming the routing backbone.
The primary advantage of hierarchical routing is tha t it mimics the organization of most 
companies and therefore supports their traffic patterns well. Most network communication 
occurs within small company groups (domains). Because intradomain routers need to know 
only about other routers within their domain, their routing algorithms can be simplified, 
and, depending on the routing algorithm being used, routing update traffic can be reduced 
accordingly [28].
In cluster networks a set of special nodes called clusterheads are selected and they act 
£is a backbone for the entire communication. Thus, the nodes are grouped into clusters, and 
each cluster contains a single clusterhead responsible for managing the routing [29, 30, 31]. A 
gateway is a  node that has at least two direct links to nodes that belong to different clusters. 
The nodes that are neither clusterheads nor gateways are called the regular nodes. Baker 
[29] proposed the first link-cluster algorithm where a node x  is choosen as a clusterhead by 
a neighbor i if a; holds the highest ID among all neighbors of i.
For example, in Figure 2.2, an ad hoc network is divided into five clusters based on 
link-cluster architecture. The clusterheads are shaded. Observe tha t a clusterhead can act
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as a gateway as well.
©  clusterhead 
#  gateway
O  ordinary node
Figure 2.2: An ad hoc network divided into five clusters.
Since nodes can move freely and new nodes can join or leave, the set of backbone nodes 
need to change to reflect the topology changes in the network. The selection of backbone 
nodes must be fast, but also should require as little communication as possible, since power 
is an issue for wireless nodes.
In this research, we address a particular type of wireless networks, called multihop 
networks. As a difference from single hop (i.e, cellular) networks [32] which require base 
stations (sometimes called Mobile Support Stations, MSS or Mobility Support Routers, 
MSR) interconnected by a wired backbone, multihop networks have no fixed base stations 
nor wired backbone [33]. The main motivation for using mobile wireless multihopping is 
rapid deployment and dynamic reconfiguration. When a wireline network is not available, 
as in battle field communications or search and rescue operations, multihop mobile wireless 
networks provide the only feasible means for ground communication and information access. 
Examples of such networks are ad-hoc networks [34, 15] and packet radio networks [18, 35].
Packet Radio (PR) [36], which can handle bursty-type traffic efficiently, is an option 
for high-speed wireless data communications, especially over a  broad geographic region. 
In a  PR  network, each station is equipped with a transm itter/ receiver and a  control unit.
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Stations communicate with each other via a shared high-speed broadcast radio channel. The 
control unit performs the packet switching functions. When a station broadcasts through 
its antenna, each neighboring station receives the transmission. The neighboring station 
will absorb the packets to which the transmission designates. Otherwise, the station will 
store the packets in its buffer and send them  out later. Therefore, for any two distant 
stations where direct connectivity does not exist, the intermediate stations act as repeaters 
and perform store-and-forward functions [37].
In a multihop PR  network, since a single channel (usually wideband) is shared by all 
users, the transmission for each station must be scheduled to  avoid any collision or in­
terference. Based on the characteristics of a  multihop network, the single radio channel 
can he shared by all stations in both time and space domains. A multiaccess protocol, 
namely spatial timedivision multiple-access (TDMA), can be used to  schedule conflict-free 
transmission [37]. The dynamic feature in m ultihop mobile wireless networks leads to the 
problem of keeping track of the topology connectivity [15].
Traditional routing protocols in single-hop mobile wireless networks [32] also have prob­
lems in multihop mobile wireless networks since there is no fixed home agent to  maintain 
routing information. Due to the  mobility of the  hosts and the limit of wireless media, the 
problem of routing is complex. Frequent broadcasts of the routing table or flooding will 
degrade the throughput of channel access and increase the overhead as the population of 
mobile hosts increases.
In multihop mobile wireless networks, the  aggregation of nodes into clusters controlled 
by a  clusterhead provides a  convenient framework for the development of im portant features, 
such as code separation (among clusters), channel access, routing, and bandw idth allocation.
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Using a distributed algorithm within a cluster, a node is elected to be the clusterhead. All 
nodes within transmission range of the clusterhead belong to this cluster. T hat is, all 
nodes in a cluster can communicate with a clusterhead and (possibly) with each other. 
The complexity and overhead of clustering rests in the selection of the clusterheads. There 
are two main approaches to selecting clusterheads: lowest-ID algorithm [33] and highest- 
connectivity (degree) algorithm [33].
The most im portant criterion in the cluster formation is stability. Frequent cluster­
head changes adversely affect the performance of other protocols, such as scheduling and 
allocation which rely on it [38]. Another criterion is related to message collision. More 
specifically, if a node receives two messages simultaneously, then they collide and both mes­
sages become incomprehensible [2]. Also, it is difficult for a node to know whether a  given 
message reached all its neighbors as a message sent by a  node may collide at some point 
and be correctly received at another point. To deal with the problem of message collision, 
approaches like collision-avoidance and collision-freedom protocols are proposed.
Collision-avoidance protocols try  to avoid collisions by sensing the medium before trans­
mitting a message. One example of such a protocol is carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) 
[2, 9]. Another example is carrier sense multiple access and collision detection (CSMA/CD). 
CSMA (carrier sense multiple access) is a Media Access Control(MAC) protocol in which a 
node verifies the absence of other traffic before transm itting on a shared physical medium, 
such as an electrical bus or a band of electromagnetic spectrum.
Collision-freedom protocols ensure that collisions do not occur while the sensors com­
municate. Some examples are frequency division multiple access (FDMA), code division 
multiple access (CDMA), and tim e division multiple access (TDMA). FDMA [9] is not ap­
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plicable in the context of sensor networks since the sensors are often restricted to transm it 
only on one frequency. CDMA [39] requires expensive operations for encoding/decoding 
a message. Therefore, CDMA is not preferred for sensor networks that lack the special 
hardware required for CDMA and tha t have limited computing power.
In the TDMA network [37], time is divided into frames which consist of fixed-length time 
slots. When certain stations transm it simultaneously, collision or interference will occur. 
Therefore, any two stations that may cause collision or interference must be scheduled to 
transm it a t different time slots, while stations some distance away may be arranged to 
transm it at the same time slot without causing interference. Since the primary objective 
of the P R  network is to provide high throughput with low delay, a  scheme must provide a 
schedule which can achieve maximum channel utilization as well as lower delay [37].
2.5 Link-Cluster Architecture 
In link-cluster architecture, a non-clusterhead node is within two hops from its clus­
terhead. There are two advantages of this model. Scalability is improved since a reduced 
number of mobile nodes participate in some routing algorithm, hence a low routing-related 
control overhead. The chance of interference via coordination of data transmissions is lower.
We define a node as a gateway if it belongs to more than one cluster. To communicate 
within a cluster, a gateway must select the code used by that cluster. We assume tha t a 
gateway can change its code after it returns the permission token or it receives a message. 
When a clusterhead issues the permission token to a gateway which is tuned to a different 
code, the token will be lost (i.e., a code conflict occurs). Clearly, code scheduling will 
affect the message delivery performance. Once a gateway is equipped with multiple radio 
interfaces, it can access multiple cluster channels by selecting corresponding codes for each
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radio, thus reducing gateway conflicts [38].
Conventional routing protocols (distance vector or link-state) are not suitable for fre­
quent, unpredictable changes of topology. Link-state protocols are not appropriate for 
multihop mobile networks since they require tha t each node must know the entire network 
knowledge, which is not possible since topology is changing too rapidly for these algorithms 
to converge. There are two extremes for mobile environment routing: shortest-path al­
gorithm [38] that is suitable for a low rate of topology changes, and flooding [38] that is 
suitable for a high rate of topology changes.
Flooding will increase communication overhead, and shortest-path algorithms have a 
need to maintain updated routing tables. Both increase the interference of channel access 
and degrade the throughput and response performance. We want to use the facilities of 
clusterheads and token scheduling to route packets in order to reduce the channel access 
overhead and improve message delivery [38].
There are several routing protocols available, e.g., CGSR, CGSR with priority token 
scheduling, CGSR 4- PTS plus Gateway code scheduling (CGSR -t- PTS + CCS) and 
CGSR +  PTS +  CCS plus path  reserving (CGSR +  PTS +  CCS -t- PR) [38].
In CGSR, the routing efficiency is achieved by routing route packets alternatively be­
tween clusterheads and gateways. T hat is, a packet will be routed via C1,G1,C2,G2,C3,G3 
etc., where Ci are clusterheads and Gi are gateways, until it finally reaches its destination 
clusterhead. The reasons this scheme is more efficient are that clusterheads have more 
changes to transm it and gateways are the only nodes that clusterheads can forward packets 
to [13].
In the CGSR -b PTS, various token schedule schemes can be used to improve the routing
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efficiency. One way to do this is to give higher priority to neighbors from which a  packet 
was recently received. The clusterhead gives the permission token to the upstream neighbor 
(gateway) in such away that the packets will be sent with least delay [13].
In the CGSR +  P TS + GCS scheme, packets are transm itted through clusterheads 
and gateways alternatively. On the other hand, we can use some heuristic code scheduling 
schemes for gateways to improve packet delivery from clusterheads to gateways. One way to 
improve the forwarding is to use a more heuristic code scheduling than  random scheduling. 
In this experiment, we give more priority to the upstream  clusterhead of a gateway after 
this gateway transm its a packet to its down-stream clusterhead. The principle is tha t the 
gateway must switch its code to listen to the upstream clusterhead in order to receive 
a packet after it sends out a packet to its downstream clusterhead. In the same way, the 
gateway will switch its code to the downstream clusterhead in order to receive the permission 
token to forward the packet after it receives a packet from its upstream clusterhead [13].
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CHAPTER 3
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
3.1 Distributed Systems 
We use the asynchronous message-passing system model. Asynchronous systems are the 
most common systems and the hardest to design algorithms for. Every node can execute its 
code at its own pace and message delivery can take an arbitrary time. We assume an upper 
bound on the message delivery time, called timeout, after which the message is considered 
lost. In order to compute the time complexity, we assume an upper bound (called a time 
unit) on the message transmission time over a link.
All nodes execute the same distributed program {uniform). The program is a finite set 
of guarded actions of the form:
< label > ::<  guard > -> <  sta tem ent >
A  statem ent can be executed if and only if its guard, a boolean expression, evaluates to 
true. The selected statement is executed in one atomic step. If a process has at least one 
true guarded command, then it is called enabled.
We consider a distributed daemon: In every execution step, if one or more processes are 
enabled, then the daemon chooses at least one (possibly more) of these enabled processes to 
execute. Once the process is selected, then non-deterministically one of its enabled actions 
is selected and its statement is executed. We assume a weakly fa ir  daemon: A continuously
21
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enabled process will be eventually chosen by the daemon.
Each node has a local state defined by its current variables. The global state of the 
system (configuration) is the union of the local state of its nodes and the messages on the 
links.
3.2 Self-Stabilization 
The idea of self-stabilization in distributed computing first appeared in a classic paper 
by E.W .Dijkstra in 1974 [5]. In this short paper published in the Communications of ACM, 
he proposed the idea of stabilization of a distributed system: the system should be able to 
converge to a legitimate state in a bounded amount of time by itself without any outside 
intervention. In this paper he showed three examples of a self-stabilizing token ring systems: 
one with K  states where K  is greater or equal to the number of processors in the ring, the 
other two with three and fo u r  states respectively. The global states of the token ring, in 
which there are multiple tokens or there is no token, are defined to be illegitimate states. 
There has been a considerable amount of interest in analyzing these protocols and proving 
the correctness of these protocols.
A self-stabilizing system S  guarantees that, starting from an arbitrary global state, it 
reaches a legal global state within a finite number of state transitions, and remains in a 
legal state unless a change occurs. In a non-self-stabilizing system, system designers need 
to enumerate the accepted kinds of faults, such as node/link failures, and they must add 
special mechanisms for recovery. Ideally, a system should continue its work by correctly 
restoring the system state whenever a  fault occurs.
Each node has a local state defined by its current variables. The global state of the 
system (configuration) is the union of the local state of its nodes and the messages on the
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links. Given C, the set of all possible states, and a predicate V  over C, we denote by C-p Ç C 
the set of all legitimate states with respect to V , or simply, the set of all legitimate states.
An execution e is a maximal sequence of configurations, e =  ci, c^ ,... such tha t Vi > 
l,Cj G C, and c% is reached from c,_i by executing some guarded action, or Q is a term inal 
configuration (no nodes are enabled).
We now define self-stabilization. Let X  be a  set. The notation x  Q means th a t an 
element x  E X  satisfies the predicate Q defined on the set X .  We define a  special predicate 
true as follows: for any x  E X , x  true.
Let P  be a distributed system, and R  and S  be predicates on the configurations of P. 
R  is closed if every configuration of the computation of P  that starts in a configuration 
satisfying P  also satisfies R. R  converges to S  if both R  and S  are closed in P , and any 
computation starting from a configuration satisfying R  contains a configuration satisfying 
S.
D efin ition  1 (S e lf-S tab iliza tio n ) P  stab ilizes  to a configuration satisfying predicate R  
if f true converges to R  in P.
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CHAPTER 4
SELF-STABILIZING CLUSTER ROUTING ALGORITHM 
In this chapter, we present the cluster routing algorithm and describe the data structures 
that are used in our algorithm. We provide a brief outline of the algorithm, describe the 
election and routing modules, explain some special cases and error corrections and finally 
present the proof of correctness. In our algorithm, we assume that a  non-clusterhead node 
belongs to a single cluster.
4.1 D ata Structures
Each node starts with a unique ID, and knows and distinguishes its direct neighbors. 
The variable N f,  representing the one-hop neighborhood of node i, is maintained by an 
underlying local topology maintenance protocol tha t adjusts its value in case of topological 
changes in the network due to failures of nodes, links, or both. Every node i uses several 
variables: c.i (clusterhead ID of node i), d.i (the distance to c.i; the set of values is 0,1,2), 
and n.i (the neighbor of i towards c.i).
4.2 Routing Tables
The clusterhead routing table contains entries regarding the nodes in its cluster (or 
clusterhood) and nodes outside its clusterhood. The routing table is updated whenever
24
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some clusterhead election takes place and whenever changes occur related to paths existent 
in the routing table. The gateways and regular nodes have no routing table. The only 
routing information they have is a variable indicating the neighbor on the shortest path 
towards their clusterhead.
For intra-cluster routing, each clusterhead keeps information in its routing table about 
the nodes that belong to its cluster. This information is collected in the Module Election 
(Algorithm) using CL-REQ  messages. These messages are periodically sent by a non- 
clusterhead node to check the status of its own clusterhead and the path  to it.
For inter-cluster routing, either before sending a packet or a block of packets to a 
destination that is outside the cluster or a t specific intervals of time, ARP messages are 
broadcast by the sender (a simple flooding). The ARP messages are small in size and are 
designed solely for path discovery and maintenance. When such messages are received by 
a clusterhead, in Module Routing (Algorithm), the path from the sender to the current 
node updates the Macro Update. Once the destination is reached or the clusterhead of 
the destination, an ACK message is sent back to the sender containing the shortest path 
currently detected inside the message. W hen the ACK message reaches the sender, it can 
now send the data packets following that path.
4.3 Outline of the Algorithm 
The distributed algorithm, executed in every node, is divided into two modules. Module 
Election contains the action related to selection of clusterheads among the nodes in the 
cluster. Module Routing is responsible for creating and/or updating entries in the routing 
tables in each clusterhead. The non-clusterhead nodes (gateways or ordinary nodes) do not 
have a routing table. The only routing information they have is the variable n.i indicating
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the neighbor towards the node’s clusterhead.
4.4 Election
Module Election contains guards regarding the election of clusterheads. W hen selecting 
the clusterheads, such tha t eventual topology changes are reflected, three conditions have 
to be respected: each node belongs to a single clusterhead, each non-clusterhead is within 
two hops to its clusterhead, and there are no adjacent clusterheads.
Messages C L -A N N , C L -R E Q  and C L J iE J  contain the following fields: sender (sender 
ID), dest (destination ID), hops (either the number of hops the message went or the number 
of hops the message went - 1).
Clusterheads periodically broadcast C L .A .N N  messages to the nodes within the two 
hops neighborhood. Based on these messages, nodes select or change their clusterhead 
variables (c.i), update their neighbor and distance variables (n.i, d.i), and clusterheads give 
up their clusterhead status (broadcast C L J I E J  messages).
Also non-clusterhead nodes periodically broadcast C L J tE Q  messages to make sure tha t 
their clusterheads are still clusterheads and they are within two hops distance (if it is at 
one hop distance, it can be easily verified by condition c.i € W/).
Action E.Ol is responsible for periodically {time-period) checking the clusterhead of 
node i. The value of time^yeriod is dependent on the time unit of the network, and has to 
be at least four time units, such tha t there is enough time for a message to travel back and 
forth at the distance of two hops. In  case the node sees itself as a clusterhead (condition 
c.i = =  ID iistrue), then i sets its n .i to J_, d.i to 0, and an announcement message C L -A N N  
is broadcast (reaching only the nodes within two hops).
If the node is not a clusterhead and the node’s clusterhead is not within the two hops
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neighborhood, then the node elects itself as a clusterhead. The subsequent actions (Actions 
E .02-07) refer to the announcement, request and/or rejection messages exchanged only 
between direct neighbors. Whenever a  message is received, the sender is checked to be 
other then the node itself. For the sake of simplicity of the code, we omit the following test: 
if condition sender = =  ID i V dest ^  ID i is true then discard the message, otherwise accept 
it and process it further. Instead we characterize the message as “proper” (if condition 
sender ^  ID i A dest = =  ID i is true).
If a C L -A N N  message is received by some node (Actions E.02 and E.03), then it 
must have originated from the node’s own clusterhead or from another clusterhead. If the 
message came from the node’s clusterhead, then n.i is set to nb (the node always stores in 
n.i the direct neighbor from which a message was received). If the message has traveled less 
than two hops, then it is relayed further. If z is a clusterhead and the message came from a 
clusterhead with a higher ID, then i gives up its clusterhead status and broadcasts C L J IE J  
messages to announce its decision (Action E.02). If the current node is a clusterhead but 
it did not announce yet {n.i = =  ID i, and when it announces it, n.i =  J_), then the current 
node gives up its clusterhead status (Action E.03).
lia. C L J IE J  message is received by some node (Actions E.04 and E.05), and the message 
has originated from the node’s clusterhead, then since it has no current clusterhead, the 
node elects itself as a clusterhead. If the message has travelled less then two hops, then it 
is relayed further.
If a CL-REQ  message is received by some node (Actions E.06 and E.07), then a certain 
node dest (that is seen by sender as its clusterhead) must be checked whether it is (still) 
a clusterhead or not. If the destination is a clusterhead, then the routing table is updated
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using Macro Update. As the link-cluster architecture requires a t most two hops between a 
clusterhead and a non-clusterhead that belongs to the cluster, these messages can travel at 
most two hops.
If the message had travelled one hop. Action E.06 is responsible for checking whether 
the message had reached the destination (the sender’s clusterhead) or not. If not, then the 
message has to travel one more hop. In tha t case, this intermediate node must share the 
same clusterhead as the sender. It must have the clusterhead as its direct neighbor and 
have its n.i set to the clusterhead as well. If not, a  C L J tE J  message is sent back.
If the message travelled two hops. Action E.07 checks whether the message reached the 
destination (the sender’s clusterhead) or not. If not, then the clusterhead is more than two 
hops away so a C L -R E J  message is sent back.
The time between a node i electing itself as the clusterhead and the announcement done 
by a broadcast (at timejperiod) can be used by i to select some other node j  as a clusterhead 
i as long as j  is within two hops from i. Since Action E. 01 is executed periodically at some 
interval, if a node i decides to self-nominate as a clusterhead (by setting both c.i and n.i to 
itself), and if before Action E.Ol is enabled and selected, some C L -A N N  messages reached 
the node coming from clusterheads within two hops (Action E.02 or E.03), then i may elect 
the node whose message reached i first as a clusterhead. In this way, the total number of 
clusterheads is reduced.
Predicate isJCH{i) =  {c.i = =  ID i A d.i = ~  0 A n.i = =  _L) is evaluated to true  when 
the node is announced as a  clusterhead.
Predicate better jC H {i) =  {c.i = =  ID i A {n.i = =  c.i V sender > ID i)  is evaluated to 
true  when: the node i is an announced clusterhead and there is a clusterhead with higher
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ID in its one hop neighborhood, or the node has self-nominated without announcing yet.
Predicate som ejCH {i) = {c.i ^  ID i A {{c.i G AT/ Ais-C H {c.i)) V {n.i G iV/ Ac.{n.i) = =  
c.i))) is evaluated to true  when the node i is not a  clusterhead, and there is a clusterhead 
in one or two hops.
Predicate noJCH{i) =  {c.i ^  ID i A {c.i 0 N }  V n.i =  ±  V c.i ^  c.(n.z))) is evaluated 
to true  when node i is not a clusterhead and what he sees as a clusterhead is not a  direct 
neighbor, when he has no proper n.i variable, or if n.i is a neighbor of i and it does not 
share the same clusterhead as i.
4.5 Routing
Module Routing contains guards regarding routing. For intra-cluster routing, the short­
est paths are maintained. For inter-cluster routing, we implement routing on-demand (the 
shortest path is maintained only for the node that needs to send packets).
Messages À R P  and RO U TE  contain the following fields: sender (sender ID), dest (des­
tination ID), ch (the clusterhead of the sender), path (the path  the message went on).
Message AC K  contains the following fields: sender (sender ID), dest (destination ID), 
ch (the clusterhead of the sender), path (the path  the message has to travel to reach the 
destination), route (the complete path between the sender and destination). Two fields are 
used to represent paih.path contains only the partial path, from the current node to the 
destination, while route contains the complete path. When a message passes through an 
intermediate node, the node is deleted from the partial path  such tha t the next intermediate 
node becomes available for routing. The complete path  is deleted from the partial path  
such that the next intermediate node becomes available for routing. The complete path  is 
processed by the clusterhead of the destination cluster if it is a good path  (either the only
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A lg o rith m  4.4.1 A4£  Module Election
P re d ic a te s
is .C H {i)  = (c.i = =  IDi  A n.i —=  X A d.i —=  0)
betterjCH(i) =  (c.i = =  IDi  A (n.i ==  c.i V sender > IDi )
som eJJH (i)  =  (c.i /  I D i  A ((c.i g  Ni  A is -CH (c.i))  V (n.i  €  AT* A c .(n .i)  = =  c .i) ) )  
no-CH (i)  =  (c.i / A  A (c .i ^  iV/ V c .i c .(n . i) ) )
A ctio n s :
E.O l tim €_period  — >
if (c.i = =  I Di )  then
if (n .i X) then n .i =  X 
if (d.i ^  0) then d.i =  0 
send C L -A N N (sen d e r ,  j,Q) to  all j  6  N l  
else
if som ejC H (i)  then  send C L -R E Q (ID i ,c . i ,0 )  to  n .i 
else c.i =  n .i = ID i
E .02  rev  p ro p e r  C L -A N N (sen d e r ,d e st ,0 )  from  n b  — ►
if (sender nb) then discard it 
else
if (sender = =  c.i) then
if (n.i V c.i V d.i ^  1) then  n.i =  sender , d.i =  1 
send C L -A N N (sen d e r ,  j ,  1) to  all j  6 Ai/ \  nb 
else
il better-CH(i) V no-C H (i)  then
/ /e ith e r  I have no clusterhead, or I select myself as a clusterhead b u t I did not announce 
/ /y e t or I was a  clusterhead bu t my neighbor w ith higher ID is a  clusterhead, then 
/ /  I give up and become a non-clusterhead 
c.i =  sender; n .i =  n6; d.i =  1 
send C L - R E J ( I D i , j , 0 )  to  all j  € Ai/
E .03 rec p ro p e r  C L -A N N (s e n d e r ,d e s t ,l)  from  n b  — ►
if (sender  = =  c.i) then
if (n .i 0  Ni  ) then  n.i =  nb 
else
if (c.i = =  I D i  A n .i = =  I Di )  V noJCH(i)  then  c.i =  sender;n.i = nb;d.i =  2 
/ /e ithe r I have no clusterhead or I select myself as a  clusterhead b u t I did not announce yet, 
and  I found a clusterhead w ithin two hops, so I give up and become a non-clusterhead
E.04 rev  p ro p e r  C L -R E J  ( s e n d e r ,d e s t,0) from  nb  — >
if (sender == c.i) then 
c.i =  n.i =  IDi
send C  L - R E  J  (sender, j ,  1) to  all j  6  Ai/ nb
E.05 rev  p ro p e r  C L _ R E J(s e n d e r ,d e s t ,l)  from  n b  — ►
if (sender == c.i) then  c.i =  n .i — IDi
E .06 rev  p ro p e r  C L _ R E Q (sen d e r,d e s t ,0 )  from  nb  — y
if ( ID i —— dest)  then
if ->is-CH(i) then  send C L - R E  J  ( ID i,  sender,Q)  to  nb 
else U p d a te (se n d e r , ID i , ID i ,n b , \ )
if (dest = =  c.i A dest  €  N }  A n.i = =  dest)  then  send C L-REQ (sender ,  dest, 1) to  n.i 
else send C L - R E J ( I D i ,  sender, Q) to  nb
E .07 rev  p ro p e r  C L _ R E Q (s e n d e r,d e s t ,l)  from  nb  — y
if ( ID i ^ d e s t V  - i is-C H (i))  then  send C  L - R E  J  ( ID i ,  sender,Q) to  nb 
else U p d a te (sender ,ID i ,ID i ,nb ,2 )
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one or the shortest one).
A node sends an A R P  message when it needs to find out the shortest path  towards a 
destination. If the destination is not a clusterhead but a gateway or a regular node, then the 
information received is sent to the clusterhead of the destination node to be incorporated 
in its routing table (as a RO U TE  message). If the destination is a  clusterhead, or the 
clusterhead has received a RO U TE  message from one of its cluster ’clients’, the path  is 
stored for future use. If the path contained by the message is the only path  or the shortest 
path, an ACK  message is sent back to the sender by the clusterhead of the destination 
node.
Whenever Macro Update (sender, dest, ch, path, length) is called, some information will 
be checked to see whether it can be added or it can improve the current information in the 
routing table. The reverse of the path represents a complete path back to the sender and/or 
the clusterhead of the sender ch. If it is a good path-either the only one or the shortest 
one- it is added. If not, it is ignored.
The macro Update (sender, dest, ch, path, length) uses the reverse of the path to see 
whether you can store it as a path  to sender (the sender) or ch (the clusterhead of the 
sender), if it is a good path-either the only one or currently the shortest one.
4.6 Error Corrections
Some illegal configurations are given below. We show how our algorithm corrects each 
of these situations.
1. Two nodes see each other as the other’s clusterhead as shown:
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A lg o rith m  4.5.1 MTZ Module Routing
R .o i rev A RP(sender,dest,ch,path) from neighbor nb — > 
if (c.i = =  IDi )  then / /  the node is a clusterhead
if dest  = =  ID i  then  Update(sender, dest,  ch, path)  and  if appropriate, send a message 
A C K (sender ,  dest,  ch, pa th ,pa th)  to  nb 
else
ii I D i  €  path  then  discard /*  a  loop  * / 
else
path  4 - path  +  IDi
if (dest 6  routingtable) then send A R P  (sender,dest, ch, pa th)  to  the  corresponding
neighbor on the shortest path
else A R P (sender ,  des t ,ch ,pa th)  to  all my neighbors except nb 
else / /  the node is either gateway or ordinary node
if dest = =  ID i  then  send R O U T E  (sender, dest,  ch, path)  to  n.i  
else
if ID i  g path  then  discard it /*  a  loop  */ 
else
path  4— path  + IDi
send A R P  (sender, dest, ch, path)  to  all my neighbors except nb
R.0 2  rev R O U TE(sender,dest,ch,path) from neighbor nb — > 
if (c.i = =  ID i )  then  / /  the node is a  clusterhead
if dest ==  IDi  then  Update(sender, dest, ch, path)  and if appropriate, send a  message 
A C K (se n d er ,d es t ,c h ,p a th ,p a th )  to  nb 
else / / th e  node is either a  gateway or an  ordinary node 
if IDi  g path  then  discard it /*  a  loop  */ 
else
path  4— path  +  IDi
send R O U T E (sender ,  dest, ch, path)  to  n .i
R .03 rev A CK (sender,dest,ch,path,route) from neighbor nb — > 
if IDi  is the  last ID in path  then
if (c.i = =  ID i )  then  Update(sender,dest, ch, route)  / /  the  node is a  clusterhead 
delete ID i  from path  
if (path  ^  em ptys tr ing )  then 
nb =  last ID in path
if (nb g  N I )  then  send A C K (se n d er ,d es t ,c h ,p a th ,ro u te )  to  nb
o------ ©
c.i=j c.j=i
Figure 4.1: Illegal configuration 1
In such case, for both nodes i and j ,  neither predicate is true  since predicates 
is-CHJL{i) and is -C H -l{ j)  are evaluated to fa lse  because is-C H {n.i) and is-C H {n .j)  
respectively are fa lse  (i.e., neither node i or j  are currently clusterhead nodes). Hence
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isjnC H {i) and is jnC H {j)  are fa lse  and this illegal configuration is detected by the 
algorithm. The guards E.02, E.03, E.04, E.05, E.06 and E.07 become enabled at the 
two nodes i and j .
When guards E.02 and E.03 are enabled, the two nodes either stick to their currently 
existing clusterheads or they choose better clusterheads. Since these two nodes are 
currently not clusterheads, the question of dropping themselves from clusterhead sta­
tus does not arise. When guards E.06 and E.07 are enabled, the C L -R E J  messages 
are sent as per the situation.
However if the node j  was a clusterhead, as shown in the figure below;
c .i= j
Figure 4.2: Legal configuration
then this situation is a legal situation and Predicate is-C H {n.i) is true. So is-nC H {i) 
is true.
2. Two neighboring nodes are currently clusterhead nodes as shown:
L
c.i=j c.j=i
ID of i =15 ID of j =43
Figure 4.3: Illegal configuration 2
In this case, both predicates is-C H {i) and is-C H {j)  are evaluated to  true. The 
guards E.Ol and E.02 become enabled and eventually executed. The node with the
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lower ID (node i) will have Predicate better JO H (i) evaluated to true, and will choose 
node j  as a clusterhead (see Figure 4.4). Predicate better JO H {j)  will be evaluated to 
f  alse for node j.
• 7- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I V  J
ID of i = 15 ID of j  = 43
c . i= j  c.j = i
Figure 4.4: Node i  gives up its status as clusterhead
3. A non-clusterhead node has currently no clusterhead (both predicates isJCH {i) and 
isjnC H {i) are evaluated to fa lse ).
In this case either the guards E.Ol or E.02 or E.03 becomes enabled. If the guard E.Ol 
becomes enabled and executed first, the the node sets c.i and n.i to its own ID (the 
node self-elects). If meanwhile (within timejperiod  time units) the other guards E.02 
or E.03 become enabled (some clusterhead node within two hops sends a  C L -A N N  
message), then Predicate noJOH{i) is evaluated to true and tha t clusterhead node is 
selected. If within tim ejperiod  time units no such message is received, then Guard 
E.Ol is enabled for node i and eventually executed again: node z becomes a cluster­
head, and sends its own announcement messages. If meanwhile (within tim ejperiod  
time units) the nodes i or j  receive a C L JIE Q  message, then this message is discarded 
as a result of actions E.06 or E.07.
4. A non-clusterhead node has a clusterhead at a distance greater than two hops (both 
predicates isJOH{i) and isjnC H {i)  are evaluated to fa lse).
In this case either the guards E.Ol or E.02 or E.03 becomes enabled. If the guard E.Ol
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becomes enabled and executed first, then the node sets c.i and n.i to its own ID (the 
node self-elects). If meanwhile (within tim ejperiod  time units) the other guards E.02 
or E.03 become enabled (some clusterhead node within two hops sends a C L -A N N  
message), then Predicate no-CH {i) is evaluated io true  and tha t clusterhead node is 
selected. If within tim ejperiod  time units no such message is received, then Guard 
E.Ol is enabled for node i and eventually executed again: node i becomes a  cluster­
head, and sends its own announcement messages. If meanwhile (within tim ejperiod  
time units) the nodes i or j  receive a C L-R E Q  message, then this message is discarded 
as a result of actions E.06 or E.07.
Some special cases and general information:
» In general better jC H {i) is true in the following two cases:
1. i is a  clusterhead, but did not announce it yet and n .i = =  c.i.
2. i is a clusterhead and did announce, bu t has a  neighboring node which has a 
higher ID than i.
• In E.Ol when a node finds tha t it is not a clusterhead itself, then it selects itself as a 
clusterhead by setting c.i =  n.i =  ID i. Here the reason why n.i is assigned ID i but 
not X is because the node i had only made the decision to be a clusterhead but it did 
not announce it yet using a C L -A N N {)  message. The only case when n.i = =  X is 
when the node i finds itself as a clusterhead. In this case d.i —— 0.
•  A node may have two clusterheads on either of its sides as shown below:
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CL_ANN CL_ANN
Figure 4.5; A possible situation
In the above case the node i simply discards the message from the other clusterhead 
j  if it’s current clusterhead k  still exists. Else, it updates the clusterhead by choosing 
the better one available (which may be the node j  itself).
A linear arrangement of a  cluster:
When the nodes in a  cluster are arranged in linear form (see Figure 4.6(a)) then 
initially one of the faster (in this case the node with ID 25) nodes elects itself as a 
clusterhead by executing the Action E.Ol (see Figure 4.6(6)). The second faster node 
(in this case the node with ID 10) executes the same Action E.Ol and elects itself as a 
clusterhead (see Figure 4.6(c)). By the time these two nodes with IDs 25 and 10 elect 
themselves as clusterheads, the other common nodes (5, 15, 20) find their clusterheads 
in one or two hops by executing the Action E.Ol. A node chooses a particular node 
from which it receives the first C L -A N N  message as its clusterhead. In the other 
case if the second fastest node is the node with ID 5, then the final cluster with two 
clusterheads is shown in Figure 4.6(d).
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Q ------ 0 - — 0 ----- 0 ------0
(a) Initial configuration 
0 0  0)------0—
(b) Node 25 (with max ID) is elected as a clusterhead
0--- 0---0---0
(c) Node 10 is elected as a clusterhead
0) 0
(d) Node 5 is elected as a  clusterhead 
Figure 4.6: A linear arrangement of a cluster
4.7 Proof of Correctness 
We define a  legal configuration based on local legitimate predicate O K {i) for some node 
i. We informally describe all the possible situations a node can be (legal or illegal).
We define the legitimate predicate and we prove tha t starting from an arbitrary con­
figuration, the algorithm brings the system in finite time to a legal configuration where 
the legitimate predicate holds. The system remains in a legal configuration as long as the 
legitimate predicate holds (there are no topology changes that affect some local legitimate 
predicate O K{i) a t node i). We use n, the total number of nodes in the MANET, only to 
compute the stabilization time. T hat is, n  is not used in the algorithm.
In a legal configuration, each node i will have the predicate O K {i) evaluated to true. 
Predicate OX(z) =  {is-C H {i)yis-.nC H A {i)\/is-nC H Jl{i))  is evaluated to trite  when either
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the node is a clusterhead or it has a clusterhead within two hops.
- Predicate is-CH {i) =  {c.i —= ID i A d.i = =  0 A n.i ==  X) is evaluated to true  when 
the node is a clusterhead. This predicate is also part of the code, mentioned in Module 
Election.
- Predicate is jnC H A {i)  =  {c.i € N )  A c.i = — n.i A d.i = =  1 A isJCH {n.i)) is evaluated 
to true  when the node has a clusterhead within one hop.
- Predicate is-nCHJ2,{i) =  {c.i ^  ID i A c.i ^  iV/ A n.i G N ( A c.i G A c.i = — 
c.{n.i) A n.{n.i) X A n.{n.i) =  c.i A is-C H {n.{n.i)) A d.i —= 2) is evaluated to true  when 
the node has a clusterhead within two hops.
In an illegal configuration, a  node will have either Predicate O K {i) evaluated to fa lse  
or there will be two neighboring clusterhead nodes.
From the actions of module Election, we note the following.
R e m a rk  1 One of the following events occurs every tim ejperiod time units:
(i) I f node i is a clusterhead or it has self-nominated itself as a clusterhead, then i sets 
its variables n .i and d.i to appropriate values and announces it by broadcasting C L -A N N  
messages.
(ii) Else, if i knows it has a clusterhead, then it checks the status of the clusterhead by 
sending a single C L-R E Q  message to its neighbor on the path to the clusterhead.
(Hi) Else, i self-nominates as a clusterhead by setting its c.i and n.i to ID i, but it does 
not announce.
A difference between a  self-nominated clusterhead and an announced one is tha t the 
variable n.i has different value in each case: for a self-nominated clusterhead, n.i == c.i 
while for an announced clusterhead, n.i =  X.
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R e m a rk  2 Upon receiving a C L -A N N  message (in at most one time unit) by node i that 
is not a clusterhead, i knows its clusterhead, and the message is sent by i ’s clusterhead (i.e., 
the sender is c.i). I f  there exists no current path or the current path is longer, the neighbor 
from which the message came is stored (for the shortest path to the clusterhead).
R e m a rk  3 Upon receiving a C L -A N N  message (in at most one time unit) by node i that 
is not a clusterhead, and it does not have any clusterhead, then the sender of the message 
is selected as the clusterhead c.i. The neighbor sending the message is stored in n.i, and the 
distance the message came through as d.i.
R e m a rk  4 Upon receiving a C L -A N N  message (in at most one time unit) by node i that 
is an announced clusterhead and the sender is an immediate neighbor j  o f i with a higher 
ID (i.e., ID i > ID j)j or i has self-nominated, then j  is selected as i ’s clusterhead (c.i =  j ), 
and n.i and d.i are set accordingly. Node i announces its withdraw from being clusterhead 
to all nodes within two hop distance by sending C L -R E J  messages.
P ro p o s itio n  1 I f  i is an announced clusterhead (Predicate is-C H {i) is true) and there is 
no direct neighbor with higher ID that is or about to become a clusterhead, then i remains 
as a clusterhead as long as no other immediate neighbor of i with higher ID becomes a 
clusterhead.
P roo f. By Remark 1. □
P ro p o s itio n  2 I f  i is an announced clusterhead (Predicate is-C H {i) is true) and there 
is an immediate neighbor j  with higher ID (ID i > ID j)  that is or about to become a 
clusterhead, then node i gives up its clusterhead status and chooses j  as the clusterhead.
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P ro o f. If this situation happen, then by Remark 4 node i gives up its clusterhead status 
and chooses j  as the clusterhead. This process takes a t most tim ejperiod  +  1 time units: 
It takes at most timejperiod  for j  to broadcast a C L -A N N  message and at most one time 
unit for the message to reach i (Action E.02). Node i announces its withdraw to its two 
hop neighborhood by sending C L -R E J  messages. □
P ro p o s itio n  3 I f  i is a self-nominated clusterhead (Predicate is-C H {i) is fa lse  but c.i = — 
ID i A n.i == ID i is true), then in at most tim ejperiod time units, either i becomes a 
clusterhead or chooses another node within two hops that is a clusterhead as its clusterhead.
P ro o f. If i is a self-nominated clusterhead and Guard E.Ol is enabled and selected for 
execution, then by Remark 1 node i sets its variables n.i and d.i to appropriate values and 
announces it by broadcasting C L -A N N  messages within two hops neighborhood. Else, if 
one of the enabled Guards E.02 or E.03 is selected and executed, then by Remark 3 (since 
i is not an announced clusterhead) node i selects the sender of C L -A N N  as its clusterhead 
and sets its variables n.i and d.i accordingly. □
P ro p o s itio n  4 I f i  is not a clusterhead and belongs to some cluster (Predicate someJCH{i) 
is true), then i keeps in the same clusterhead (c.i) as long as Predicate is-CH {c.i) remains 
true and c.i remains within two hop distance from i.
P ro o f. By Remark 2. When a C L -A N N  message reaches i sent by c.i, i selects the 
shortest path and records the neighbor n.i and the distance d.i accordingly. □
P ro p o s itio n  5 I f  i is a not a clusterhead and does not belong to any clusterhead, then in 
at most time-period  4- 2 time units either i becomes a clusterhead or chooses a clusterhead
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within two hops based on C L -A N N  messages received (in at most time-period + 2 time 
units).
P ro o f. If (Predicate no-CH{i) is true), then by Remark 1 and Remark 3 the node 
i either self-nominates as a clusterhead or sets the node from which it first received the 
C L -A N N  message as its clusterhead respectively. □
At any time (in a legal or illegal configuration), a node i can be in the following situa­
tions:
- S itu a tio n  1: z is an announced clusterhead and there are no neighboring clusterheads.
o r
- S itu a tio n  2: i is an announced clusterhead and there are neighboring clusterheads.
or
or
S itu a tio n  3: z is a self-nominated clusterhead.
- S itu a tio n  4: z is not a clusterhead, but belongs to some cluster (has a valid cluster­
head),
or
- S itu a tio n  5: z is not a  clusterhead and does not belong to any cluster (has no 
clusterhead, or it has an invalid clusterhead).
Situation 1 is a legal situation. The node z periodically broadcasts the C L -A N N  mes­
sages.
Situation 2 is an illegal situation, and becomes legal when either of the nodes drops its 
status as clusterhead (Proposition 2).
Situation 3 is an illegal situation, and becomes legal when either z becomes an an­
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nounced clusterhead or chooses another node in its two hops neighborhood as a  clusterhead 
(Proposition 3).
Situation 4 is a legal situation. Node i periodically sends C L -R E Q  messages to its 
clusterhead and checks whether its clusterhead is still active or not. If a node i receives a 
C L -A N N  message from its clusterhead (within the time-period  time) then it keeps to the 
same clusterhead (By Proposition 4), else node i becomes a clusterhead (By Proposition 5).
Situation 5 is an illegal situation. Node i either becomes a clusterhead or chooses some 
other node within two hops as a  clusterhead (Proposition 5).
We define the configuration predicate C = L i A L 2 A Lz as the invariant for all legitimate 
configurations, where;
L\ =  {V neighboring nodes i and j, ^{is-C H {i) A is-C H {j))}
E2 = {V*,OX(i)}
L3 =  {Vz, n.i is on the shortest path to c.i }
To prove self-stabilization, we have to show tha t starting from any configuration, in 
finite number of steps the network reaches a configuration where C holds (predicates L \, 
L2, and Lz hold). As long as no topology changes occur, the predicate C holds (£  is a 
closed predicate). Proposition 1 proves that C remains true  for all the clusterhead nodes. 
If some topology changes occur and C becomes fa lse , then in finite time the predicate L  
becomes true  again and the topology changes are reflected in the predicates L \, L2 and Lz 
(£  updates to the changes).
In Property 1, we show tha t if for two neighboring nodes z and j ,  the condition is-C H {i)A  
is-C H {j)  is true  and ID i > IDj-, then in a t most tim e-periodA l time units, the node with 
the lower ID among them (node j )  will become a non-CH node and choose node z as a CH.
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Based on Property 1, we prove in Lemma 1 th a t in a t most n{time-period  +  l) /2  time 
units, the predicate L i becomes true.
In Property 2, we show that if Predicate som e-CH {i) is true  but Predicate isJJH {c.i) 
is fa lse , then in a t most {time-period +  2) time units either Predicate isJCH (i) becomes 
true or the node i selects another clusterhead k {c.i becomes k) such th a t both Predicates 
some-CH{i) and is-C H {k) are true.
In Property 3 we show that if Predicate no-CH {i) is true  then it takes a t most timejperiod+  
2 time units to become true, as long as no topology changes occur within two hops of i.
Using Properties 2 and 3, we prove in Lemma 2 that in at most 2{timejperiod  +  2) +  
n{timejperiod  +  l ) /2  time units, the predicate Lg becomes true.
In Theorem 1, we show that the algorithm CCA is self-stabilizing. Starting from an 
arbitrary configuration, every computation of C £A  reaches a configuration in which C holds 
in a constant amount of time (in 2{time-period  4- 2) 4- n{time-period  4- l ) /2  time units), 
and remains thereafter as long as no topology changes occur.
P ro p e r ty  1 I f  for two neighboring nodes i and j ,  the condition is-C H {i) A is-C H {j) is 
true and ID i > f E j ,  then in at most {timejperiod + 1) time units, node j  becomes a 
non-clusterhead and the condition becomes fa lse .
P ro o f.
If this situation happens, then by Remark 4 node i gives up its clusterhead status 
and chooses j  as the clusterhead (also by Proposition 2). This process takes at most 
time-period  4- 1 time units: It takes at most time-period  for j  to broadcast a C L -A N N  
message and a t most one time unit for the message to reach i (Action E.02). Node i 
announces its withdraw to its two hop neighborhood by sending C L JR E J  messages.
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□
L em m a 1 In at most n{time-period + l) /2  time units, Predicate L \ becomes true.
P ro o f. If no topology changes occur in the system, then in the worst case, in every
{timeout +  1) time units, only one out of every two nodes gives up to be a  clusterhead. O
P ro p e r ty  2 I f  Predicate someJCH{i) is true, but Predicate is-CH {c.i) is fa lse , then in 
at most {time-period+ 2) time units, either Predicate is-CH {i) becomes true or the node i 
selects another clusterhead k (c.i becomes k) such that both Predicates O K {i) and is-C H {k) 
are true.
P ro o f.
If Predicate is-CH{c.i) is fa lse , the node i self-nominates as a clusterhead (By Remark
1) or it chooses a clusterhead within two hops (node k) based on C L -A N N  messages received 
(in at most time-period + 2 time units, by Proposition 5): tim ejperiod  time for the node k 
to send the C L -A N N  message and atmost 2 time units for the message to reach node i if 
node k was a t a distance of two hops.
If node i self-nominates as a clusterhead then the Predicate is-C H {i)  becomes true, 
and if node i chooses a clusterhead k in two hops then the Predicates O K {i) and is-C H {k) 
become true.
□
P ro p e r ty  3 I f  Predicate no-CH{i) is true, then it takes at most tim e-period+2 time units 
for it to become fa lse  as long as no topology changes occur within two hops o f i.
P ro o f.
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If (Predicate noJCH{i) is true), then by Remark 1 and Remark 3 the node i either 
self-nominates as a clusterhead or sets the node from which it first received the C L -A N N  
message as its clusterhead respectively.
Iff self-nominates, then Predicate is-C H {i) becomes true, and no-CH {i) becomes fa ls e  
(since c.i = =  IDi ) .  If i elects some node within two hops distance as clusterhead, then 
condition is -u C H -\{i)\/is-nC H  Jl{i) becomes true, depending on how far is the clusterhead, 
and no-CH{i) becomes fa lse  (either c.i € iVl or c.i = =  c.{n.i)). □
L em m a 2 In at most 2{time-period + 2) + n{time-period + l) /2  time units, Predicate Lg 
becomes true and remains true as long as no topology changes occur.
P ro o f. From Lemma 1, it takes a t most n{time-period + l ) /2  time units for every 
node to settle as a clusterhead or not as long as no topology changes occur in the system. 
From Properties 2 and 3, it takes at most 2{time-period + 2) time units for Predicate Lg 
to become true. □
L em m a 3 In at most 2{timejperiod  -f 2) -t- n{time-period + l) /2  time units. Predicate Lz 
becomes true and remains true as long as no topology changes occur.
P ro o f. On the process of deciding who is a clusterhead and who is not, and for non- 
clusterheads to whom to  belong (such tha t Predicate OK{i) to become true), also the 
variables n.i and d.i are set accordingly. □
T h e o re m  1 The algorithm CCA is self-stabilizing. Starting from any arbitrary configura­
tion, every computation of CCA reaches a configuration in which C holds in 2{time-period-\-
2) n { t im e -p e r io d 1)/2 time units. C remains true as long as no topology changes occur 
in the M ANET.
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P roof- Follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. ^
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a self-stabilizing cluster routing algorithm for MANET based on link- 
cluster architecture. The algorithm selects the cluster heads, and then builds in those nodes 
routing tables regarding nodes inside and outside the cluster. The proposed protocol guar­
antees that starting in an arbitrary configuration and in finite number of steps, the network 
is divided into clusters using link-cluster architecture. Each cluster has a single special 
node, called a clusterhead, that holds the routing information regarding inter and intra­
cluster communication. The protocol ensures tha t every node belongs to a single cluster, 
is within two hops from the clusterhead, and there are no two adjacent clusterheads. For 
intra-cluster routing, the shortest paths are maintained. For inter-cluster routing, we im­
plement routing on-demand (the shortest paths are maintained only for the nodes tha t need 
to send packets). The algorithm is self-stabilizing; it copes with wrong initialization, and 
it adapts to arbitrary movement of nodes, and joining and/or leaving of existent nodes.
47
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